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New Zealand’s Shapeshifter Relies on Sennheiser and Neumann to Record New Album ‘Rituals’ 

The legendary live electronic band releases its seventh album, recorded and mixed using a suite of 

Sennheiser and Neumann equipment for high quality, colorful audio 

 

Christchurch, New Zealand, October 7, 2021 – Shapeshifter, an enduring figure in New Zealand’s electronic 

music scene, has just released its seventh album, Rituals, recorded using a suite of audio equipment from 

leading audio company Sennheiser and its subsidiary Neumann.Berlin. The unique act has cultivated a 

large following over the last three decades and is known for mixing elements of acoustic and electronic 

instrumentation, while looping live and pre-recorded instruments and layering them with kaleidoscopic 

audio textures and synth beats. During the making of Rituals, Shapeshifter relied on go-to classics such as 

the Neumann U 87 microphone, Sennheiser's HD 25 monitoring headphones, and for the first time, 

Sennheiser's ew 300 IEM G3 Wireless Monitoring System — which the artist previously only used when 

performing live. 

As a group of seasoned musicians, Shapeshifter had a new objective for their latest project. In the words of 

keyboardist, guitarist, percussionist, and producer Sam Trevethick (Sambora), “Before we started work on this 

album, we did a stock take and asked ourselves why we were creating new music. Was it to fulfill other people’s 

http://www.sennheiser.com/
https://en-de.neumann.com/?
https://en-de.neumann.com/u-87-ai
https://en-nz.sennheiser.com/on-ear-dj-headphone-hd25
https://en-nz.sennheiser.com/wireless-in-ear-monitor-system-live-sound-ew-iem-g4
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expectations of us? Were we trying to recreate the life we had enjoyed as a band these last few decades? That’s 

not us and Shapeshifter was never in the music industry for the sake of it. We no longer have to prove ourselves 

as a live electronic act. Rituals became a back-to-the-basics album where we refocused on the core essence of 

the band and recaptured the enjoyment of making music. This album is very ‘us’, from the musical themes to the 

lyrical themes, and we’ve really mastered this aesthetic.” 

The creative approach is not cut-and-dried for Shapeshifter. The band members live in different parts of New 

Zealand, and tend to write and hone ideas separately, bringing them together among each member’s home 

studio and at their monitor engineers warehouse studio in Christchurch, which the band considers its home base 

and where much of Rituals originated. Due in part to this disparate writing and recording process, reliable 

equipment is a key consideration for the band – particularly for mixing and monitoring. Shapeshifter swears by 

the HD 25 monitoring headphones: “it is a staple in the studio for us. As a producer, it is so important to have the 

same headphones as the singer so you’re hearing the exact same things and can more easily troubleshoot 

during takes. We couldn’t do it in the studio without them,” says Sam. Considered an industry standard, the HD 

25 is known for performing exceptionally well in loud environments thanks to high attenuation of background 

noise. 

 

Shapeshifter's Sam Trevethick and Paora 'P Digsss' Apera use the HD 25 and G3 IEM system in the studio. More 

from the band on Sennheiser’s YouTube series, The Pulse. 

As a live electronic act, Shapeshifter has mastered the art of mixing live recorded instruments and vocals with 

computerized rhythms and audio textures. On the stage, they achieve this unique sound using their ew 300 IEM 

https://en-nz.sennheiser.com/on-ear-dj-headphone-hd25
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lb6dQFFI8dw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lb6dQFFI8dw
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G3 monitoring system from Sennheiser which allows them to hear all of the details and nuances of each other’s 

performance as it happens — without being distracted by outside noise. For the making of Rituals, the band 

brought their IEMs into the studio for the first time. Sam shares, “we shifted our whole live setup to the studio, 

and it changed our world. Using the IEM system to record allowed us to choose our own mix, adjust our mixes 

and hear everything we were doing with clarity. It is such a luxury to hear all of the details and nuances during 

recording, and it was especially eye-opening for me as a guitarist. Looking back, I can’t imagine how we did it 

before without the IEMs!”  While the ew 300 IEM G3 monitoring system has been succeeded by the EW IEM G4 

wireless system, the band’s continued use and innovation with the system is a testament to the longevity and 

quality of Sennheiser equipment. 

While the in-ear monitors were a new addition to the recording process for Rituals, the band made sure to bring 

some tried and tested equipment to the studio as well. Shapeshifter has been using the Neumann U 87 

microphone since 2006, “the mic was our first studio equipment purchase, and it was the sound of our next two 

albums, Soulstice and The System is a Vampire,” says Sambora. The U 87 has been a staple in recording studios 

for over 50 years, trusted by thousands of artists for its balanced frequency response, incredibly low self-noise, 

and elegant design. Shapeshifter’s use of the mic has evolved over the years, “we primarily use it to add color to 

our tracks. If we want vocals with a lot of clarity and sparkle, the U 87 is what we use. I even have one in my 

home studio.” In addition to recording vocals, the U 87 was also used for the kick drum and vibraphone. With 

this, Shapeshifter recorded Rituals with the Neumann KM 184 for their hi-hat, a pair of U 67’s for the grand piano 

and drum rooms, as well as the Sennheiser MD 441-U on toms. The band also uses the Sennheiser e 604 on 

drums to feed back into the G3 in-ear-monitor mix for foldback monitoring. 

 

https://en-de.neumann.com/km-184
https://en-de.neumann.com/u-67
https://en-nz.sennheiser.com/md-441-u
https://en-nz.sennheiser.com/e-604
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Shapeshifter drummer Darren Mathiassen records drums using a suite of Sennheiser and Neumann microphones. 

As a band that is so focused on the nuances of its music, where so many layers of sound and sonic textures 

meld together to take the listener on an aural journey, it is no secret that creating high quality recordings is a 

priority for Shapeshifter. In Sam’s words, “a musician can’t buy the best gear and assume that their music will be 

great – there is a lot of hard work, and a measure of luck that goes into writing great music. When the ideas for 

music do come, it is imperative to honor them, and a big part of honoring those ideas is recording in high quality 

audio.” 

Shapeshifter has no plans to slow down on the back of Rituals. Sambora reflected on the album and what is next: 

“The process of recording Rituals was a journey for us that was not always easy. We recorded it during COVID 

and got to really focus on it, so lockdown worked in our favor in a way. Now that it’s out, we’ve rebuilt our energy 

as a group and are excited to create new material and bring new ideas to life in the next wave of Shapeshifter.” 
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Shapeshifter is currently in the studio working on new music. 

 

### 

 

About Shapeshifter 

Record-breaking New Zealand tours, scene-setting appearances at festivals like Glastonbury, The Big Chill, Big 

Day Out and Parklife, sold-out performances across Europe, multiple music awards, four EPs and five LPs — 

three with platinum sales — and an army of fans who return to relive the experience time and time again.  

These are just some of Shapeshifter’s towering achievements. The five-strong lineup of PDigsss (vocals), Sam 

Trevethick (guitar/synths/sampler), Dan McGruer (synths/sampler), Nick Robinson (bass/synths/MPC) and 

Darren Mathiassen (drums) have created their very own heavy soul; a stadium-sized sound which adds layers of 

drum & bass, jazz, funk, rock and electronica to solid bass culture foundations. Originally hailing from 

Christchurch, the future-shocked soul outfit’s music is crafted by a living, breathing band of musicians, with all 

the form-changing sonic possibilities live instrumentation offers.  

 

“The essence of Shapeshifter live is that we are completely 100% un-sequenced -no laptop click track. We play 

'off the grid' using analogue and digital synthesizers.” – Sam Trevethick. Off the grid and out of this world, from 

the clubs to packed festival fields, Shapeshifter’s transcending sound has already seen them achieve 

extraordinary things.  

 

With their 7th studio album “Rituals” among their best work to date, the innovative band continue to solidify their 

status as New Zealand’s premiere live electronic outfit. 

 

About Sennheiser 

Shaping the future of audio and creating unique sound experiences for customers – this aim unites Sennheiser 

employees and partners worldwide. The independent family company, which is managed in the third generation 

by Dr. Andreas Sennheiser and Daniel Sennheiser, is today one of the world’s leading manufacturers of 
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headphones, loudspeakers, microphones and wireless transmission systems. In 2020, the Sennheiser Group 

generated turnover totaling €573.5 million. www.sennheiser.com  
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